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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0188165A2] 1. Method for the protection of buildings against intrusion, of the type consisting : in a first referencing phase in which
there are no intruders in the building under surveillance : in emitting an acoustic reference wave inside the building, in detecting and recording
the acoustic reference signal reflected by the building, and in a second phase corresponding to the building being under effective surveillance : in
emitting inside the building an acoustic wave constituted by trains of pulses modulated within a predetermined band, for a limited period and with
a preselected recurrence time, in detecting the acoustic signal reflected by the building, and in comparing the variations of said reflected signal
with the reflected reference signal in order to detect an intrusion into the building, characterized in that it consists : for the referencing phase : in
transmitting an acoustic reference wave constituted by a train of pulses which are linear frequency-modulated inside a band (B) ranging between
500 Hz and 5 kHz for a limited period (T) comprised between 5 and 20 milliseconds, in intercorrelating the reflected reference signal and the emitted
reference wave, in analyzing and recording the obtained intercorrelation reference signal in order to count and localize the various reference echos
that it contains, and for the phase when the building is under effective surveillance ; in transmitting an acoustic wave constituted by trains of pulses
which are linear frequency-modulated inside a band (B) ranging between 500 Hz and 5 kHz, for a limited period (T) comprised between 5 and
20 milliseconds and with a recurrence period which is at least about the reverberation period of the local to be protected, in intercorrelating, for
every pulse train transmitted, the reflected signal and the transmitted wave, in analyzing the intercorrelation signals produced, in order to count and
localize the various echos that they contain, in comparing every intercorrelation signal produced, with the reference intercorrelation signal, noting the
modification of the echos from one signal to another, and in setting off an alarm or surveillance member when modifications are noted in the echos
of the intercorrelation signals.
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